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The activation of dioxygen at typically isolated two-electron reduced centers can lead to the formation of
electrophilic superoxo or peroxo species, providing an essential route to form reactive O2-derived species
in biological, organometallic, and heterogeneous catalysts. Alternatively, O2 activation can proceed via
outer sphere routes, circumventing the formation of bound peroxo (OO*) species during oxidation catal-
ysis by forming H2O2(g), which can react with another reduced center to form H2O. The electronic and
binding properties of metal oxides that determine the relative rates of these activation routes are
assessed here by systematic theoretical treatments using density functional theory (DFT). These methods
are combined with conceptual frameworks based on thermochemical cycles and crossing potential mod-
els to assess the most appropriate descriptors for the activation barriers for each route using Keggin poly-
oxometalates as illustrative examples. In doing so, we show that inner sphere routes, which form OO*
species via O2 activation on the O-vacancies (*) formed in the reduction part of redox cycles, are mediated
by early transition states that only weakly sense the oxide binding properties. Outer sphere routes form
H2O2(g) via O2 activation on OH pairs (H/OH*) formed by dissociation of H2O on O-vacancies; their rates
and activation barriers reflect the rates of the first H-atom transfer from H/OH* to O2. The activation bar-
riers for this H-transfer step depend on the binding energy of more weakly-bound H-atom in H/OH* pairs
(HAE2) and on the �OOH-surface interaction energy at its product state (Eint

0). The Eint
0 values are similar

among oxides unless a large charge-balancing cation is present and interacts with �OOH; consequently,
HAE2 acts as an appropriate descriptor of the outer sphere dynamics. HAE2 also determines the thermo-
dynamics of H2O dissociation on O-vacancies, which influence the inner and outer sphere rates by setting
the relative coverage of * and H/OH*. These results, in turn, show that HAE2 is a complete descriptor of the
reactivity and selectivity of oxides for O2 activation; the O-atoms in more reducible oxides (more nega-
tive HAE2) exhibit a greater preference for the inner sphere routes and for the formation of electrophilic
OO* intermediates that mediate epoxidation and O-insertion reactions during catalytic redox cycles.
Large charge-balancing cations locally modify Eint

0 values that determine the outer sphere rates and thus
can be used to alter the preference of O-atoms to either inner or outer sphere routes.

� 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

O2 activation steps are essential to complete Mars-van Krevelen
redox cycles that mediate catalytic oxidation turnovers on reduci-
ble metal oxides [1–3]. In oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) reac-
tions, the abstraction of two H-atoms from organic substrates by
vicinal lattice O-atoms (O*) adds two protons on the surface
O-atoms and two electrons in the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of the oxides. These two-electron reduced centers,
which can be present in the form of vicinal hydroxyls (H/OH*) or
O-vacancies (*) upon the re-combinative desorption of H2O, must
be re-oxidized through reactions with O2 in order to restore the
nucleophilic lattice O-atoms (O*) required for subsequent ODH
turnovers [4,5]. Such re-oxidation events can involve electrophilic
O2-derived intermediates (e.g., superoxide, peroxide) formed by
reactions of O2 on O-vacancies (*) (step 1; Scheme 1) [5,6]; these
pathways have been denoted as ‘‘inner sphere” routes because
they restore the M-O bonds removed during the reduction part
of redox cycles [7–9]. Alternate ‘‘outer sphere” routes, in contrast,
involve the activation of O2 on H/OH* to form H2O2(g) and the
O-atom pairs (step 3; Scheme 1) without the cleavage or reforma-
tion of M-O bonds as part of the O2 activation process [4,8]. The
two types of reduced centers (* and H/OH*) involved in these
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Scheme 1. Elementary steps involved in O2 activation on two-electron reduced
centers in the forms of O-vacancies (*) and vicinal hydroxyl pairs (H/OH*) via inner
and outer sphere routes. A quasi-equilibrated step is denoted by an oval symbol
placed over double arrows. Nomenclature used here to denote each reactive species
is shown in parentheses under each structure.
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two O2 activation routes are present at relative coverages dictated
by the equilibrium of dissociative H2O adsorption on * during
steady-state catalytic oxidation reactions (step 2; Scheme 1).

The relative contributions of inner and outer sphere routes to
re-oxidation rates influence the reactivity and selectivity of oxide
surfaces by determining the prevalent O2-derived intermediates
(OO* and H2O2(g)) involved. H2O2(g) species formed via outer
sphere routes (step 3; Scheme 1) can react with non-vicinal
reduced centers (* or H/OH*), thus acting as a molecular shuttle
that becomes essential when reduced centers are located at dis-
tances beyond molecular dimensions, as is the case at low concen-
trations of reduced centers prevalent during oxidation catalysis.
The bound OO* species involved in the inner sphere routes (step
1; Scheme 1), in contrast, react with gaseous molecules (reactants,
primary products, or added scavenging molecules) via O-insertion
elementary steps in order to complete four-electron oxidation
events by O2 and to regenerate the O* centers required for subse-
quent catalytic turnovers. Such OO* reaction pathways, proposed
previously from kinetic scavenging and theoretical methods, cir-
cumvent the large kinetic barriers for OO* migration, which would
be otherwise required for the re-oxidation of two non-vicinal
reduced centers by O2 [4]. These O-insertion elementary steps
mediated by OO* intermediates, however, can lead to unselective
oxidations with O2 by converting primary products to undesired
COx products [5].

Oxide systems that circumvent the formation of OO* intermedi-
ates during the re-oxidation part of the cycle may prevent
O-insertion reactions that can form COx products (CO, CO2) in
ODH reactions [4,5]. Such OO* species, however, mediate epoxida-
tion routes that are often intended and desired in practice [6].
Methane monooxygenase enzymes are also thought to use OO*
species formed during O2 activation on two-electron reduced cen-
ters to mediate O-insertion into a strong C-H bond in CH4 to form
CH3OH [10]. Many efforts to mimic monooxygenase pathways on
inorganic oxides, however, have failed to achieve significant
CH3OH yields [11–14], because of kinetic hurdles and side
reactions that remain the subject of active inquiry. In spite of the
significant impact of O2 activation routes in the practice of oxida-
tion catalysis, the specific binding properties of oxide surfaces that
determine the relative contributions of inner and outer sphere
routes have remained unclear; they have not been addressed by
systematic experimental and theoretical studies of O2 activation
dynamics during catalytic oxidation cycles on redox-active solids
with diverse compositions and structures.

Mechanistic inquiries into O2 activation routes are seldom
accessible by direct observation, because their dynamics are
kinetically-inconsequential for turnover rates in most oxidation
reactions (ODH of alkanes [15–19] and alkanols [20,21]). Less
direct methods available include theoretical treatments of the
energies of plausible intermediates and transition states involved
in re-oxidation events [4], the scavenging of bound peroxo-type
intermediates with organic substrates to form detectable epoxida-
tion products [4], and transient spectroscopic measurements that
independently probe reduction and oxidation rate constants [22].
Theoretical methods can also be used to probe the specific binding
properties of redox-active oxides that determine the rates and
selectivities of inner and outer sphere O2 activation routes through
a rigorous assessment of O2 activation dynamics and thermody-
namics on realistic oxide surfaces.

Reactions of O2 with two-electron reduced centers involve com-
plex triplet-singlet spin crossings and radical-like intermediates
along their reaction coordinate; these spin states must be rigor-
ously captured by theoretical methods in order to obtain accurate
energies and to reach correct conclusions. These calculations also
require realistic structural models of oxides that accurately capture
the chemical and geometric features of catalytically-relevant
redox-active oxides. In these contexts, Keggin-type polyoxometa-
late (POM) clusters are ideally suited as illustrative oxides; their
known structures and compositional diversity allow direct com-
parisons with experiment, as well as access to lattice O-atoms with
octahedral coordination environments and a broad range of bind-
ing properties [23–25]. POM clusters have been previously used
to benchmark scavenging experiments during alkanol ODH and
DFT-derived estimates of inner and outer sphere O2 activation bar-
riers [4] and to determine the most appropriate catalyst and
molecular descriptors of rates and selectivities for the activation
of strong C-H bonds in organic molecules by nucleophilic lattice
O-atoms at the surfaces of redox-active oxides [26].

Here, density functional theory (DFT) methods are used to
determine the energies of intermediates and transition states that
mediate inner and outer sphere O2 activation routes. These ener-
gies are determined for lattice O-atoms present at different loca-
tions in POM clusters with diverse compositions, which form and
use reduced centers as part of catalytic redox cycles. The trends
observed are used to construct a conceptual and practical frame-
work that combines: (i) crossing-potential models to assess the
lateness of transition states; (ii) thermochemical cycles that dissect
reaction energies into the relevant properties of the solid oxides
and of the molecules; and (iii) H-addition tendencies of lattice
O-atoms in oxides as accurate descriptors of O2 activation rates
and selectivities. Such a formalism allows accurate theoretical
inquiries into the oxide structures and compositions that select
inner or outer sphere routes for dioxygen activation, providing
design strategies for solid oxides that favor nucleophilic or
electrophilic attack on organic substrates.
2. Computational methods

Plane-wave DFT methods were implemented using the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP) [27–29]. Electronic energies
were determined using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) method with the Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation func-
tional (PW91) [30]. The plane-wave basis-set was expanded up to
an energy cutoff of 400 eV and the core-valence interactions of
electrons were treated using projector-augmented wave (PAW)
methods [31,32]. Energies were optimized until the energy differ-
ence between successive iterations was less than 1 � 10�6 eV and
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the atomic locations were relaxed until the forces on each atom
were less than 0.05 eV Å�1. The first Brillouin zone was sampled
using a 1 � 1 � 1 Monkhorst-Pack [33] k-point grid.

The structures and energies of POM clusters, intermediates,
transition states, and products for O2 activation routes, and of all
gaseous molecules were calculated by placing them at the center
of a 2 � 2 � 2 nm box in order to minimize interactions among
periodic images in adjacent unit cells by an intervening vacuum
gap; a larger box (3 � 3 � 3 nm) gave the similar energies for inter-
mediates and transition states [4]. All atoms were fully relaxed
except the central atom, which was fixed to prevent the shifting
of POM clusters during each energy iteration. The placement of a
single reduced center and an O2-derived intermediate on the
POM clusters breaks the symmetry of each cell, inducing dipole
moments that can result in significant errors for periodic systems;
these artifacts were corrected by calculating dipole and quadru-
pole moments at the center of the unit cell and subtracting inter-
action energies among these moments from DFT-derived
energies that contain such interactions in addition to electronic
energies of isolated systems [34].

POM clusters with different addenda atoms (Mo, Mo-V, W),
central atoms (Al3+, P5+), and charge-balancing cations (H+, NH4

+)
were used to probe the energies of intermediates and transition
states involved in inner and outer sphere O2 activation routes;
their crystallographic structures are shown in Fig. 1. The O-atoms
at O1 location in Fig. 1 were removed from these clusters to form
O-vacancies; these O-atoms were chosen because they are among
the most reactive O-atoms for H-abstraction from organic mole-
cules and, as a result, they represent the predominant locations
of reduced centers as they form during catalytic redox cycles.
These conclusions and calculation strategies are supported by
DFT-derived H-atom addition energies (HAE) at each O-atom loca-
tion and they represent an accurate descriptor of C-H activation
reactivity on redox-active oxides [4,35]. One, two, or three
charge-balancing protons in H3PMo12O4 were replaced with NH4

+

to assess the influence of charge-balancing cations on the O2 acti-
vation dynamics and thermodynamics; for (NH4)2H1PMo12O40

clusters, two protons that are either vicinal or distant to the O1

location are substituted with NH4
+ (denoted as (NH4)2H1PMo12O40

(a) and (b) in Fig. 1, respectively) in order to verify any interaction
between NH4

+ and the O2 activation intermediates and transition
states. The O-vacancies formed at different O-atom locations were
also considered in the case of H3PMo12O40, H3PW12O40 and H5PV2-
Mo10O40 clusters in order to assess any effects of location on the
energies of intermediates and transition states along the O2 activa-
tion reaction coordinates. In the case of H5PV2Mo10O40, these
O-atoms include the one that bridges the Mo and V atoms
(Mo-O-V; O1 location in H5PV2Mo10O40; Fig. 1) and the other that
connects two Mo atoms at a location distant from the V-atom
(O3 location in H5PV2Mo10O40; Fig. 1); for H3PMo12O40 and
H3PW12O40 clusters, O-atom locations were chosen to sample sites
with significantly different HAE values in the same cluster and
differing in their distance from the O1 location.

Electronic energies of POM clusters, intermediates, and prod-
ucts for O2 activation routes are calculated in their singlet states
(spin-restricted and spin-polarized) as well as in triplet states in
order to verify their lowest energy spin configurations. All POM
clusters examined here are more stable in their spin-restricted sin-
glet state (no unpaired electron) than in their triplet state (two
electrons with unpaired spins); their energies in spin-restricted
and spin-polarized singlet states differ by < 1 kJ mol�1, confirming
that all electrons are paired in POM clusters. The spin-restricted
singlet state remains the most stable configuration for POM clus-
ters after the removal of an O-atom to form an O-vacancy (*) and
after the addition of two H-atoms to an O-atom pair to form vicinal
OH pair (H/OH*). Gaseous O2 molecules, in contrast, are more
stable in the triplet state (two unpaired electrons in the p-orbital
of each O-atom) and a weakly-bound O2 on * or H/OH* center
remains more stable in its triplet state than in its singlet state.
The activation of such weakly-bound O2 species requires a two-
electron transfer from a POM cluster containing a two-electron
reduced center (* or H/OH*) to form OO* or H2O2(g) product via
inner or outer sphere routes (steps 1 and 3 in Scheme 1). This
two-electron transfer process leads to the pairing of electrons in
O2-moieties and to spin-restricted singlet state as the most stable
configuration in the product states of O2 activation. The spin
changes along the reaction coordinate, in turn, require that triplet
(reactant) and singlet (product) potential energy surfaces (PES)
cross along the O2 activation reaction coordinate. Such a phe-
nomenon involving two states of spin multiplicities along the
minimum-energy pathway is known as two-state reactivity
[36,37]; in such cases, the energy consequences of spin-orbit cou-
pling that can lead to the stabilization of the intermediates and
transition states located at the spin-crossing points [26,38] become
critical. These triplet-singlet spin-crossings are described here by
calculating (spin-polarized) singlet and triplet PES that connect
reactants and products in (spin-polarized) singlet and triplet
states, respectively, using nudge elastic band (NEB) methods
[39]; these two PES are combined to derive minimum energy paths
(MEP) by comparing and selecting the lowest energy state of reac-
tants and intermediates along the O2 activation reaction coordi-
nate. The spin-coupling effects on the energies of intermediates
and transition states at the spin-crossing points are assessed by
comparing their energies in a broken-symmetry configuration
(spin-polarized singlet) to those in spin-restricted singlet and tri-
plet states and selecting the lowest energy. Henkelman’s Dimer
method [40] was used to derive the transition state structures
using the NEB images at the highest point along the minimum
energy pathways (MEP) and at the triplet-singlet crossing points
as initial guesses.

Accurate estimations of rates and rate ratios require free ener-
gies (G) that include their enthalpy (H) and entropy (S) compo-
nents at the reaction temperatures of interest. Enthalpies include
DFT-derived electronic energies (E0) at 0 K, zero-point vibrational
energies (ZPVE), and the contributions from vibrations and from
translations and rotations for gaseous species (H2O and O2) at finite
temperatures:

H ¼ E0 þ ZPVEþ Hvib þ Htrans þ Hrot ð1Þ

The entropies (S) are given by:

S ¼ S0 þ Svib þ Strans þ Srot ð2Þ
ZPVE and vibrational, rotational, and translational contributions

in enthalpies and entropies were derived from statistical mechan-
ical formalisms [41]. Vibrational frequencies were calculated for
DFT-derived structures using VASP by diagonalizing the Hessian
matrices derived from energy changes upon perturbation of each
atom in the O2-moeities and the POM cluster in x, y and z direc-
tions (by ±0.001 nm). Low frequency vibrational modes
(<100 cm�1) of weakly-bound O2-derived species tend to give inac-
curate entropy values; these modes represent frustrated transla-
tional and rotational modes of the gas-phase O2 molecule. The
contributions of these low modes to the entropies and enthalpies
are thus instead calculated by replacing them with a fraction
(0.7) of the translational and rotational modes of gaseous O2. Such
a treatment is inspired by a previous experimental study on well-
defined oxide surfaces, which has shown that the weakly-bound
molecules on such surfaces tend to retain approximately 0.7 frac-
tion of their gas-phase entropies [42]. The details of such thermo-
dynamic treatments of low frequency modes were shown in
previous studies [21,26].



Fig. 1. DFT-derived structures of Keggin POM clusters: H3PM12O40 (M = Mo or W), (NH4)nH3-nPMo12O40 (n = 1–3), H4AlM12O40 (M = Mo or W), H4PV1Mo11O40, and
H5PV2Mo10O40. The specific locations of O-atoms that are removed to form O-vacancies in probing energies of intermediates and transition states involved in O2 activation
routes are numbered in each POM cluster. The charge-balancing cations (H+ and NH4

+) in H3PM12O40 and (NH4)nH3-nPMo12O40 (n = 1–3) clusters are highlighted using dashed
circles.
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The results reported here are from DFT calculations using PW91
functionals without the inclusion of Hubbard U interactions
[43,44] because PW91+U methods tend to overestimate the
reducibility of the POM clusters and give the C-H bond activation
barriers (for the reduction part of the cycle) that are much lower
than those determined from experiments [21]. The use of PW91
+U method (with Ueff = 8.6, the value suggested previously for
Mo [45]) also leads to the prediction that O2 activation routes are
endothermic (Table S.1; Supporting Information, Section S.1). Such
a prediction contradicts kinetic observations during CH3OH ODH
on the same H3PMo12O40 cluster [4,35], which show that reoxida-
tion of reduced centers is very fast and thus they present as trace
species during catalysis, the essential requirement for sole kinetic
relevance of the C-H activation step and the kinetically-
irrelevance of O2 activation steps.
The effects of computational methods on H-atom addition
energy (HAE), the errors in gas-phase energies of O2 and H2O2

molecules, and the trend in O2 activation barriers are discussed
in the Supporting Information (Section S.1, Tables S.2-S.4, and
Fig. S.1) by comparing the values shown in this work (VASP/
PW91/ PAW) to those derived using hybrid-DFT methods (HSE06
and B3LYP) with plane-wave-basis sets (as implemented in the
VASP software) and with localized atomic basis sets (in the Gaus-
sian program). These results, in turn, show that (i) HAE values
derived from periodic hybrid-DFT methods (HSE06 and B3LYP/
VASP/PAW) are similar (�317 vs. �321 kJ mol�1) and only slightly
more negative than those derived with PW91 functionals
(�295 kJ mol�1) and (ii) both DFT (PW91) and hybrid-DFT
(HSE06 and B3LYP) methods lead to considerable errors in energies
of O2(g) (+19 to +57 kJ mol�1; Table S.3) and H2O2(g) (�17 to
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�11 kJ mol�1; Table S.4), which depend sensitively on the choice of
functionals and basis-sets. Such errors in O2 energies, however,
tend to cancel out in calculating activation barriers because transi-
tion states mediating inner and outer sphere routes involve O@O
bonds that are nearly unperturbed from gas-phase O2. As a result,
the outer sphere O2 activation barriers derived using GGA (PW91)
and hybrid (B3LYP) functionals lie on the same trend line when
plotted as a function of the summated energies of the negative
value of HAE2 and �OOH-surface interaction energies at the product
states (Eint

0-HAE2; the catalytic descriptor of the outer sphere O2

activation routes, Section 3.2) (Fig. S.1).

3. Results and discussion

Redox-active oxides form and use two-electron reduced centers
that can take the form of O-vacancies (*; Scheme 1) or vicinal
hydroxyl pairs (H/OH*; Scheme 1); these species act as intermedi-
ates in Mars-van Krevelen catalytic cycles [1,35]. These two types
of reduced centers (* and H/OH*) lead to the formation of OO*
and H2O2(g) products, respectively, via inner and outer O2 activa-
tion routes (steps 1 and 3; Scheme 1). Their rate ratios (rin/rout,
defined as v) are given by [4]:

rin
rout

¼ kinPO2 �½ �
koutPO2

H=OH�½ � ¼
kin

koutKwPH2O
¼ v; ð3Þ

where [*] and [H/OH*] are the surface coverages of O-vacancies and
vicinal hydroxyl pairs. The first-order rate constants for inner and
outer sphere O2 activation routes (kin and kout for steps 1 and 3;
Scheme 1) reflect the free energy differences between their transi-
tion states (Gin

TS and Gout
TS) and the respective bound precursors

(* and H/OH*) and one O2(g):

kin ¼ kBT
h

exp � Gin
TS � G� � GO2

RT

 ! !
¼ kBT

h
exp � DGin

TS

RT

 ! !
ð4Þ

kout ¼ kBT
h

exp � Gout
TS � GH=OH� � GO2

RT

 ! !

¼ kBT
h

exp � DGout
TS

RT

 ! !
ð5Þ

Here, T is temperature, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, h is the
Planck’s constant, and R is the gas constant. Kw in Eq. (3) is the equi-
librium constant for H2O dissociation on * to form H/OH* (step 2;
Scheme 1). Its magnitude reflects the free energy differences
between H/OH* species and their * and H2O(g) precursors (DGH2OÞ :

Kw ¼ exp �
GH=OH� � G� � GH2O

RT

 ! !
¼ exp

DGH2O

RT

� �� �
ð6Þ

Eqs. (3)–(6), taken together, give the ratio of inner and outer
sphere rates (v) as a function of the free energies of inner and
outer sphere transition states (Gin

TS and Gout
TS), which depend on

the oxide structure and composition, and of the free energy of
H2O(g) (GH2O):

v ¼ exp
� DGin

TS � ðDGout
TS þ DGH2OÞ

� �
RT

2
4

3
5 1
PH2O

¼ exp
� Gin

TS þ GH2O � Gout
TS

� �
RT

2
4

3
5 1
PH2O

ð7Þ

DFT methods are used here to calculate the electronic energies
of inner and outer sphere transition states (Ein

TS and Eout
TS) for the

reduced centers (* and H/OH*) formed at different O-atom loca-
tions in the POM clusters with diverse chemical compositions;
the range of O-atom locations and POM compositions examined
in this work is shown in Fig. 1. These energies are then used to
derive the corresponding free energies at relevant conditions (cho-
sen here as 453 K; 1 bar O2) via Eqs. (1) and (2) using the statistical
mechanical treatments described above; these free energies are
used to assess the relative rates of inner and outer sphere routes
via Eq. (7). The combined magnitude of the free energy difference
between inner and outer sphere transition states and the free
energy of H2O molecules (Gin

TS + GH2O � Gout
TS) determines the rate

ratio (rin/rout, v; Eq. (7)). These (Gin
TS + GH2O � Gout

TS) values scale
linearly with the corresponding electronic energy components
(Ein

TS + EH2O � Eout
TS) with a slope near unity (0.98 ± 0.07; Fig. S.2;

Supporting Information), indicating that the differences of ZPVE
and thermal contributions to enthalpies and entropies between
inner and outer sphere routes are similar among O-atom locations
and POM compositions. The specific binding properties of lattice O-
atoms in oxides that influence the inner and outer TS electronic
energies (Ein

TS and Eout
TS) are examined next using a formalism that

exploits crossing-potential models and heuristic constructs based
on Born-Haber thermochemical cycles.

3.1. Oxide properties that influence inner sphere O2 activation
transition state energies

In inner sphere routes, O2 reacts with O-vacancies (*) to form
bound peroxo (OO*) species (step 1; Scheme 1). This step involves
the transfer of two electrons from a POM cluster containing an O-
vacancy (*) to a weakly-bound O2. The minimum energy path
(MEP) for this step is shown in Fig. 2 for the specific case of an
O-vacancy formed in a H3PMo12O40 cluster by removing an O-
atom at O1 location (in Fig. 1); this MEP was obtained from the tri-
plet and spin-polarized singlet PES calculated from the NEB calcu-
lations (Fig. S.3; SI). These energies reflect DFT-derived electronic
energies of structures along the inner sphere O2 activation reaction
coordinate referenced to those for the * and O2(g) reactants.

The highest energy point along the inner sphere O2 activation
reaction coordinate is located on the triplet PES and reflects the
energy of the TSin that mediates the first-electron transfer step in
the inner sphere routes (Fig. 2). The O-O bond distance in TSin
(0.125 nm; ii; Fig. 2) is very similar to that in O2(g) molecules
(0.123 nm), indicative of a reactant-like TS that occurs very early
along the reaction coordinate. This first-electron transfer TS (TSin)
leads to the formation of an g1-superoxo intermediate product
(iii; Fig. 2) with an O-O bond distance of 0.132 nm. These superoxo
species benefit from spin-orbit coupling effects [26], which lead to
an energy in the broken-symmetry state (spin-polarized singlet)
that is slightly lower than in either their triplet (by 3 kJ mol�1) or
spin-restricted singlet (by 9 kJ mol�1) states. The second electron
transfer leads to the formation of the g2-peroxo product (iv;
Fig. 2) with an O-O bond distance of 0.143 nm. These peroxo spe-
cies are much more stable in the spin-restricted singlet state than
the triplet state (Fig. 2), consistent with the pairing of all electrons
in the O2-moiety upon the transfer of two electrons from the POM
cluster with a two-electron reduced center; their energies in the
spin-restricted and spin-polarized singlet states differ by
<1 kJ mol�1.

The electronic energies of the first-electron transfer transition
state (TSin) involved in inner sphere O2 activation routes (step 1;
Scheme 1) are calculated for O-vacancies that are formed by
removing O-atoms at different locations in POM clusters (O-atom
locations and POM compositions in Fig. 1). For all O-vacancies
examined, the energies and structures of TSin resemble those of
their respective reactant states (* and O2), leading to TSin formation
energies from the reactant state of * and O2(g) (and thus activation



Fig. 2. The minimum energy path (MEP) derived from triplet (d) and spin-polarized singlet (▲) potential energy surfaces (PES) for the inner sphere O2 activation routes (step
1; Scheme 1). The single-point energies of each optimized structure are also calculated and shown as open symbols for triplet (s) and spin-polarized singlet (D). The energy of
TSin, obtained from Dimer calculations in triplet state, is shown as a square symbol (j). The energies are calculated at an O-vacancy formed at O1 location in H3PMo12O40

(Fig. 1), referenced to the reactant state of * and O2(g). Geometries of structures (i to iv) with O-O distances are shown on the right panels.
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energies) that are nearly zero (DEin
TS = �5 to +6 kJ mol�1; Fig. 3).

The O-O distances in these TSin structures are also nearly unper-
turbed (0.123–0.130 nm; Fig. S4; SI) from those in their reactant
states (O2(g) ; 0.123 nm), consistent with the very early nature of
these transition states (TSin) for all O-atom locations and composi-
tions. These O-atom locations and POM compositions cover the
very broad range of O-atom properties prevalent in transition
metal oxides with octahedral structures, which represent the pre-
dominant structures in practical redox-active oxides. Such early
Fig. 3. DFT-derived activation barriers (DEin
TS) as a function of reaction energies

(DEin
0) for the inner sphere O2 activation routes (step 1; Scheme 1). These energies

are referenced to the reactant state of * and O2(g). The POM compositions and the
corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. O1-atoms (in Fig. 1) are removed
from these clusters to form * centers, except for H3PMo12O40 (r), for which the
O-vacancy locations are shown inside the parenthesis close to the data point. The
numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1, 2, 3; Fig. 1) in (NH4)nH3-nPMo12O40 clusters are shown next
to the corresponding data. Two protons vicinal to the O1 location are substituted
with NH4

+ in the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) cluster (denoted as n = 2(a); Fig. 1). A dashed
line represents the trend line.
transition states are expected from Hammond’s postulate [46] for
very exothermic events, such as inner sphere O2 activation steps
(step 1; Scheme 1); the energies involved in forming OO* species
from * and O2(g) (DEin

0) range between �76 and �259 kJ mol�1,
depending on the location and the composition of the POM clus-
ters, at which the O-atoms are removed to form O-vacancies
(Fig. 3).

These findings, in turn, show that the dynamics of inner sphere
routes are essentially unaffected by the thermodynamics of the O2

activation step, as shown by the results in Fig. 3. Consequently, the
identity and binding properties of the O-atoms removed do not
detectably influence the electronic energies of inner sphere O2 acti-
vation transition states (Ein

TS). These Ein
TS values are used to calcu-

late their free energies at relevant conditions later (Section 3.4) in
order to determine the inner and outer sphere rate ratios using Eq.
(7). The oxide properties that are responsible for the rates of the
alternate outer sphere activation routes are discussed next.
3.2. Descriptions of outer sphere O2 activation transition state energies
in terms of oxide descriptors using crossing potential models and
thermochemical cycles

H2O dissociation on O-vacancies (*) forms vicinal OH pairs (H/
OH*) (step 2; Scheme 1), adding two H-atoms on a specific O-
atom pair, which includes one O-atom that is added on the O-
vacancy upon H2O adsorption and the other one chosen as the
one that exhibits the most favorable energy upon H-atom addition
among the six vicinal O-atoms. The resulting vicinal hydroxyls (H/
OH*) then can react with O2(g) to form H2O2(g), leaving the vicinal
lattice O-atoms behind. Such outer sphere routes (step 3;
Scheme 1) effect the oxidation of one isolated two-electron
reduced center using a four-electron oxidant in the form of a
dioxygen molecule.

Fig. 4a shows the mimimum energy path (MEP) for such steps at
an OH pair (H/OH*) formed by H2O dissociation on a vacancy at the
O1-location in the H3PMo12O40 POM cluster; the MEP was calcu-
lated by combining the triplet and spin-polarized singlet PES
derived from NEB calculations (Fig. S.5; SI). These energies reflect
electronic energies from DFT method, referenced to the H/OH*
and O2(g) reactants involved in step 3 (Scheme 1). The highest
energy point in these outer sphere O2 activation events corre-
sponds to the TS for the first H-atom transfer step (TSout,1;
Fig. 4ii) from H/OH* to a weakly bound O2 by cleaving the weaker



Fig. 4. (a) The minimum energy path (MEP) derived from triplet (d) and spin-polarized singlet (▲) potential energy surfaces (PES) for the outer sphere O2 activation routes
(step 3; Scheme 1). The single-point energies of each optimized structure are also calculated and shown as open symbols for triplet (s) and spin-polarized singlet (D). The TS
energies for the first and second H-atom transfer steps (TSout,1 and TSout,2), obtained from Dimer calculations, are shown as a square symbol (j); these TS energies are derived
in triplet (TSout,1) and in spin-polarized singlet (TSout,2) configurations. The panel (b) shows DFT-derived free energies (kJ mol�1; 453 K; 1 bar O2) of each intermediate and
transition state. The energies are calculated at a H/OH* center formed via H2O dissociation on a vacancy at O1 location in H3PMo12O40 (Fig. 1), referenced to the reactant state
of H/OH* and O2(g). Geometries of structures (i to v) with O-O and O-H distances are shown on the bottom panels (i-v).
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O-H bond in H/OH*. This TS leads to the formation of �OOH species
interacting with a POM that contains a one-electron reduced center
in the form of the remaining bound OH group (Fig. 4iii). The pro-
duct of this first H-atom transfer step is more stable in its triplet
state; it contains one unpaired electron in the �OOH p-orbital and
the other one in the d-orbital of the addenda atom in the POM clus-
ter, as illustrated by spin density maps (Fig. S.6a; SI). The remain-
ing bound OH is then cleaved and its H-atom is transferred to the
interacting �OOH to form H2O2 product (Fig. 4v). The weakly-bound
H2O2 molecule formed (Fig. 4v) is much more stable in its spin-
restricted singlet than its triplet state (by 180 kJ mol�1), consistent
with electron pairing in �OOH p-orbitals upon transfer of the sec-
ond H-atom; the energies of a weakly bound H2O2 in spin-
restricted and spin-polarized singlet states are essentially the same
(<1 kJ mol�1). The triplet-singlet spin crossing occurs at the second
H-atom transfer TS (TSout,2; Fig. 4iv), which was isolated using
Dimer methods in a broken-symmetry configuration (spin-
polarized singlet) using the structure present at this crossing-
point, obtained from the NEB calculations, as the starting point.

The MEP in Fig. 4a shows that outer sphere routes involve the
formation of H2O2(g) via a sequential transfer of two H-atoms from
H/OH* to O2(g). The kinetic relevance of the first and second H-
atom transfer steps depends on the magnitude of their rate con-
stants and their consequences on the outer sphere O2 activation
rates (rout). The pseudo-steady state concentration of �OOH species
([�OOH]), the product of the first H-atom transfer step, is given by
the ratio of their formation rate via the first H-atom transfer to the
rate constants for their disappearance via either the reverse reac-
tion of the first H-atom transfer (kout;�1) to re-form a weakly-
bound O2 on H/OH* or the second H-atom transfer to form a
weakly-bound H2O2 on an O-atom pair (kout;2):

�OOH½ � ¼ kout;1PO2 H=OH�½ �
kout;�1 þ kout;2

ð8Þ
Here, [H/OH*] represents the surface coverage of vicinal OH pairs.
kout;1 is the first-order rate constant for the first H-atom transfer
step, which depends on the free energy difference between the
first-H-atom transfer TS (TSout,1;Fig. 4ii) and H/OH* and O2(g). The
values of kout;�1 and kout;2 reflect, in turn, the free energies for the
first and second H-atom transfer transition states (TSout,1 and
TSout,2; Fig. 4ii and iv), respectively; both are referenced to the �OOH
intermediate interacting with the POM with one OH group
(Fig. 4iii). The [�OOH] concentration given by Equation (8) leads to
the rate for the outer sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1),
given by:
rout ¼ kout;1kout;2
kout;�1þkout;2

PO2 H=OH�½ � ð9Þ

The accurate assessment of these rate constants requires the
estimation of free energies at the relevant reaction conditions
(453 K; 1 bar O2), which are shown in Fig. 4b for a specific H/OH*
center (at the O1 location in a H3PMo12O40 POM cluster) as an illus-
trative example. A O2 molecule weakly interacts with a H/OH* cen-
ter (DGads = +20 kJ mol�1; Fig. 4b). The transfer of the first H-atom
from H/OH* to a weakly-bound O2 molecule form a �OOH interme-
diate and an isolated OH center; the TS for this step leads to a free
energy barrier of 64 kJ mol�1 (TSout,1; Fig. 4b; ii). The second H-
atom is transferred to the �OOH intermediate via a kinetically-
irrelevant step with a very small free energy barrier (+2 kJ mol�1;
TSout,2; Fig. 4b; iv), which appears as a downhill ‘‘ledge” along the
reaction coordinate to form a weakly-bound H2O2. The H2O2

formed desorbs in an exoergic step (DGdes = -14 kJ mol�1; Fig. 4b;
v). DFT-derived free energies calculated for this specific H/OH* cen-
ter (at the O1 location in H3PMo12O40) indicate that the free energy
barrier for the second H-atom transfer step from the �OOH interme-
diate (+2 kJ mol�1; TSout,2; Fig. 4b; iv) is smaller than that required
to re-from the weakly-bound O2 via the reverse of the first H-atom
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transfer step (+8 kJ mol�1; TSout,1; Fig. 4b; ii); thus, the
ðkout;�1=kout;2) rate constant ratio in Eq. (9) calculated at this loca-
tion is smaller than unity (0.2), suggesting that the first H-atom
transfer step controls the outer sphere O2 activation rates.

This specific H/OH* center (at O1 location in H3PMo12O40),
shown as an illustrative example in Fig. 4b, exhibits the most
endothermic reaction energy for the first H-atom transfer step
(DEout;1

0) among the H/OH* centers examined in this work
(Fig. 5a); here, only the electronic component of the reaction ener-
gies is compared. The first H-atom transfer step (DEout;1

0) becomes
less endothermic and then exothermic, as the POM composition
changes from H3PMo12O40 to (NH4)3PMo12O40, and to H3PW12O40

(+42 to 0 and �38 kJ mol�1; for the H/OH* centers at the same
O1 location; Fig. 5a). Accordingly, the ðkout;�1=kout;2) ratio decreases
from 0.2 to 0.02 and to 1 � 10�5. These trends indicate, in turn, that
the ðkout;�1=kout;2) ratios would be much smaller than unity (� 0.2)
at all other H/OH* centers that exhibit less endothermic or
exothermic DEout;1

0 energies than the specific H/OH* (at O1 location
in H3PMo12O40) shown in Fig. 4b and that the outer sphere rates
are controlled by the first H-atom transfer step (kout;1 in Eq. (9))
for the range of O-atoms examined in this work.

The kout;1 parameter (in Eq. (9)) reflects the free energy of the
first H-atom transfer TS (TSout,1; Fig. 4ii), referenced to its H/OH*
and O2(g) precursors. The specific binding properties of oxides that
determine these TSout,1 energies are discussed next using crossing-
potential models and thermochemical cycles. Here, we restrict the
analysis to the electronic energies of these transition states (Eout,1),
but ZPVE corrections and thermal contributions of enthalpy and
entropy are included to give free energies in Section 3.4 in order
to accurately assess the relative rates of inner and outer sphere
routes and their most accurate descriptors.

3.2.1. Crossing-potential description of the lateness of transition states
The structures and energies of the first H-atom transfer TS

(TSout,1) in outer sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1)
Fig. 5. (a) DFT-derived activation barriers for the first H-atom transfer step (TSout,1) in the
(g; Eq. (10)) as a function of respective reaction energies (DEout;1

0). The energies are ref
corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. These calculations involve H/OH* center
for which the O-vacancy locations are shown inside the parentheses near the data symbol
the corresponding data. For the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40 clusters, two protons vicinal or dista
figure; Fig. 1). The dashed curves reflect the best regression fit of the data to the functio
were determined for H/OH* centers that are formed via H2O disso-
ciation on O-vacancies at different locations in compositionally-
diverse POM clusters (the range of O-atom locations and POM
compositions in Fig. 1). The structure of TSout,1 at the H/OH* center
in a H3PW12O40 cluster (formed at a vacancy created by the
removal of the O1 atom) closely resembles that of the reactant state
(H/OH* and O2(g)); the O-H bond at TSout,1 is nearly unperturbed
from the reactant H/OH* (0.098 nm in H/OH* vs. 0.103 nm at
TSout,1; Fig. 6) and not yet formed at the �OOH product (0.157 nm
at TSout,1 vs. 0.104 nm in �OOH; Fig. 6). The first H-atom transfer
step (DEout;1

0) becomes less exothermic and then increasingly
endothermic, as the POM composition changes from H3PW12O4

to (NH4)1H2PMo12O40 and to H3PMo12O40 (from �38 to +17 and
+42 kJ mol�1 for the H/OH* centers at the same O1 location;
Fig. 5a). Accordingly, TSout,1 structures more closely resemble the
product states; the surface O-H bonds at TSout,1 are increasingly
elongated (0.103, 0.108 and 0.122 nm; Fig. 6) from the reactant
state of H/OH* (0.098 nm) and formed the �OOH moiety (0.157,
0.143, 0.121 nm; Fig. 6), approaching that in the product �OOH
state (0.104 nm).

These trends reflect changes in the location of TSout,1 along the
O2 activation reaction coordinate. The ‘‘lateness” of TS out,1 (g) can
be defined as the extent of the elongation of surface O-H bond at
TSout,1 (D(O-H)TS) relative to that in the �OOH� � �O* product state
(D(O-H)0):
g ¼ DðO� HÞTS
DðO� HÞ0

¼ ðO� HÞOH�TS � ðO� HÞOH�
ðO� HÞ�OOH��O�

0 � ðO� HÞOH�
ð10Þ

Here,ðO� HÞOH�, ðO� HÞOH�TS and ðO� HÞ�OOH���O�0 represent the
bond distances between the surface O-atom and the H-atom
(that is transferred during the first H-atom transfer) at the reactant
(H/OH*), TSout,1, and product (�OOH--O*) states.

The g value increases as the reaction energy (DEout;1
0) becomes

less negative and then increasingly positive (Fig. 5b), bringing the
outer sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1) and (b) the ‘‘lateness” of TSout,1
erenced to the reactant states of H/OH* and O2(g). The POM compositions and the
s at O1 location (Fig. 1), except for H3PMo12O40 (r) and H5PV2Mo10O40 (▲) clusters,
s. The numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3�nPMo12O40 clusters are shown next to
nt to the O1 location are substituted with NH4

+ (denoted as n = 2(a) and 2(b) in the
nal form of Equation (11) in panel (a) and a trend line in panel (b).



Fig. 6. DFT-derived structures of the first H-atom transfer transition states (TSout,1) in the outer sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1) for the H/OH* centers at O1

location in H3PW12O40, (NH4)1H2PMo12O40 and H3PMo12O40 clusters. The charge-balancing cations (H+ and NH4
+) are highlighted using dashed circles. The O-H and O-O bond

distances are in units of nm.

Scheme 2. Crossing potential model used to relate the activation energies (DEout;1
TS)

to the reaction energies (DEout;1
0) for the first H-transfer step in the outer sphere

routes (step 3; Scheme 1). The TS for the first H-atom transfer step (TSout,1) is
described by the crossing point of two O-H potentials, each of which belongs to the
reactant (H/OH*) and to the product (�OOH radical), respectively. Geometries of (i)
H/OH* (ii) TSout,1, and (iii) �OOH radical interacting with the POM cluster with a OH*
center are shown for the H/OH* center at O1 location in H3PMo12O40 (Fig. 1); the
O-H bond distances in each of the structures are in units of nm.
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structure and energy of TSout,1 closer to those in the product state
of the first H-atom transfer step. Such shifts in their locations along
the reaction coordinate render TSout,1 energies to become more
sensitive to the stability of the product states and thus to the prop-
erties of the O-atoms at oxide surfaces, as this elementary step
becomes thermodynamically less favorable. Such trends are also
evident in the curvature of the scaling relations between the acti-
vation barriers and reaction energies (DEout;1

TS and DEout;1
0; Fig. 5a).

As the elementary step becomes very endothermic, the sensitivity
of activation energies to their thermodynamics ultimately reaches
a slope of unity (Fig. 5a), consistent with Hammond’s postulate
[46].

These ubiquitous non-linear scaling relations can be accurately
captured by describing the transition state at the crossing point
between two harmonic potentials [47,48]; in this case, these
potentials correspond to the two O-H bonds, the one cleaved in
H/OH* and the other formed in �OOH (Scheme 2). In such con-
structs, the energy of formation of a TSout,1 (DEout;1

TS) from its reac-
tant state (H/OH* and O2(g)) is given in terms of the respective
reaction energy (DEout;1

0) [26,47,48];

DEout;1
TS ¼

kþ DEout;1
0

� �2
4k

ð11Þ

Here, k represents the energy of the O-H bond in the �OOH product
state at the minimum energy point of the potential curve for the
O-H bond in the H/OH* reactant state (Scheme 2); its magnitude
depends on the type of bonds being cleaved and made in any given
reaction, which is similar for the systems of interest here. The data
in Fig. 5a give a k value of 81 ± 8 kJ mol�1 (the uncertainties reflect
standard errors) when regressed to the functional form of Eq. (11);
the regressed fit is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 5a, which
accurately captures the data for all H/OH* centers at different loca-
tions and POM compositions. The functional relation between
DEout;1

TS and DEout;1
0 in Eq. (11) is used next together with the ther-

mochemical cycle shown in Scheme 3 to relate the outer sphere O2

activation reactivities, through the stability of the TSout,1 structures,
to the properties of molecules and oxide surfaces that determine
the formation energies of �OOH species from H/OH* and O2(g)
(DEout;1

0), the reactant state for step 3 in Scheme 1.

3.2.2. Born-Haber thermochemical cycles that dissect reaction energies
into molecular and catalytic properties

Reaction energies for the first H-atom transfer step in outer
sphere O2 activation routes (DEout;1

0; step 3; Scheme 1) can be
described using three hypothetical steps (shown in Scheme 3).
These steps are: (i) the cleavage of the weaker O-H bond in the
bound OH pair (H/OH*) to form H(g) and a bound OH (the negative
of the second H-atom addition energy, -HAE2); (ii) the reaction of
H(g) with O2(g) to form �OOH(g) in a step that is unaffected by
any properties of the catalytic surfaces (�OOH(g) formation energy;
EOOH); and (iii) the placement of �OOH(g) into the contact with the
POM cluster containing the bound OH center (the interaction
energy at the product state; Eint

0).
The reaction energy is then rigorously given by the energies of

the three hypothetical steps in Scheme 3:

DEout;1
0 ¼ EOOH þ Eint

0�HAE2 ð12Þ
This equation, taken together with Eq. (11), describes the energy of
formation of a TSout,1 from its H/OH* and O2(g) precursors (DEout;1

TS):

DEout;1
TS ¼

kþ EOOH þ Eint
0�HAE2

� �2
4k

ð13Þ



Scheme 3. A thermochemical cycle describing the first H-transfer step in the outer
sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1). This step involves the O2(g) reaction
with H/OH* to form �OOH radical interacting with the POM with a OH* center. The
reaction energies (DEout;1

0) are expressed as a sum of the energies for (i) the
cleavage of the weaker O-H bond in H/OH* to form H(g) and a OH* center (�HAE2),
(ii) the addition of this H(g) to O2(g) to form �OOH(g) (EOOH), and (iii) the interaction
between �OOH(g) and the surface at the product state (Eint0 ).

Fig. 7. DFT-derived activation barriers (DEout;1
TS) for the first H-atom transfer step in the o

atom addition energy (HAE2) and of (b) the summated energies of the negative value of
POM compositions and the corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. These calcula
(r) and H5PV2Mo10O40 (▲) clusters, for which their locations are shown inside the parent
clusters are shown next to the corresponding data; two protons vicinal or distant to O1-a
and 2(b) in the figure). Dashed curves represent the best fit of the data to the functiona
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This equation relates the DEout;1
TS value to the intrinsic thermody-

namic properties of oxide surfaces (HAE2 and Eint
0); the EOOH and k

values in this equations are set by the properties of molecules and
the type of reaction, but they do not sense any binding properties
of the oxide surfaces.

Fig. 7a shows activation barriers for the first H-atom transfer
step (DETS

out;1) in the outer sphere O2 activation routes (step 3;
Scheme 1) as a function of HAE2 for each specific H/OH* location
and POM composition; its negative value (-HAE2) reflects the
energy required to cleave the weaker O-H bond in H/OH* centers
(step i; Scheme 3). The OH species in the H/OH* centers that
require larger energy to cleave their O-H bonds (more negative
HAE2) impose larger DETS

out;1 barrier (Fig. 7a) because these O-H
bonds become preferentially cleaved in forming the �OOH products
and thus are elongated at TSout,1. The DEout;1

TS value increases as
HAE2 becomes more negative but such trend weakens as HAE2
becomes less negative (Fig. 7a) and the reaction becomes less
endothermic (and ultimately more exothermic). These changes
reflect TSout,1 structures that appear earlier along the reaction coor-
dinate (g; Fig. 5b) and become less sensitive to the energy of the
reaction step and thus to the binding properties of surfaces.

The DEout;1
TS barriers calculated for all H/OH* centers lie along a

single trend curve in Fig. 7a, except for those vicinal to a large
charge-balancing cation, NH4

+ (at O1 location in (NH4)1H2PMo12O40,
(NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) and (NH4)3PMo12O40 clusters). The data for
these H/OH* centers non-vicinal to NH4

+ cations (in Fig. 7a) give a
value of �OOH-surface interaction energy (Eint

0 = �50 ± 2 kJ mol�1;
the uncertainties represent standard errors) when regressed to
the functional form of Eq. (13) (with k = 81 ± 8 kJ mol�1, estimated
in Section 3.2.1). The regressed fit accurately captures the DEout;1

TS

barriers for all H/OH* centers that do not involve vicinal NH4
+

uter sphere O2 activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1) as a function of (a) the second H-
HAE2 and �OOH-surface interaction energies at the product states (Eint

0-HAE2). The
tions involve H/OH* centers formed at O1 location (in Fig. 1), except for H3PMo12O40

hesis close to each data point. The numbers of NH4
+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3-nPMo12O40

tom are substituted with NH4
+ in the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40 clusters (denoted as n = 2(a)

l form of Eq. (13).
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cations, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 7a, giving HAE2 as a
complete descriptor of oxide properties to predict the DEout;1

TS bar-
riers for such H/OH”* centers.

The Eint
0 values can also be independently assessed at each

H/OH* center by calculating the energy released upon bringing
�OOH(g) to its interaction distance to the POM cluster that contains
the residual isolated OH* center; these values are shown in Fig. 8 as
a function of HAE2. All H/OH* centers in compositionally-diverse
POM clusters exbibit similar interaction energies at the product
state of the first H-atom transfer step (Eint

0; �58 to �50 kJ mol�1;
Fig. 8), in spite of their very different HAE2 values (�322 to
�242 kJ mol�1; Fig. 8), as long as these H/OH* centers are distant
from large charge-balancing cations (e.g., NH4

+). These Eint
0 values

reflect the attractive interactions between unpaired electrons in
�OOH p-orbitals and in the d-orbitals of POM addenda atoms; these
spin pairs act as molecular magnets [26] in stabilizing �OOH spe-
cies. The spin distributions at the product state of the first
H-atom transfer are similar among oxides, as indicated by their
spin density maps (shown for H/OH* centers at O1 location in
H3PMo12O40 and H3PW12O40 in Fig. S6; SI), resulting in similar
Eint

0 values. The similar magnitude of Eint
0 values, in turn, allows

DEout;1
TS barriers for all H/OH* centers to be described as a single-

valued function of HAE2, as long as they do not involve vicinal
NH4

+ cations (Fig. 7a).
The presence of a small vicinal charge-balancing cation (e.g., H+)

does not influence the stability of �OOH species formed, as indi-
cated by the similar �OOH-surface interaction energies (Eint

0) for
those formed at the H/OH* centers with and without vicinal H+

(Eint
0 = �53 vs. �56 kJ mol�1 for H/OH* centers at O1 and O3 loca-

tions in H3PMo12O40; Fig. 8). Eint
0 values also do not sense the iden-

tity of the charge-balancing cations that are distant from the
Fig. 8. DFT-derived �OOH-surface interaction energies (Eint
0) at the products state of the

compositions and the corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. These calculatio
H5PV2Mo10O40 (▲) clusters, for which their locations are shown inside the parenthesis
clusters are shown next to the corresponding data; two protons vicinal or distant to O1-a
and 2(b) in the figure). Dashed lines represent the trend lines. DFT-derived structures of i
centers at O1 and O3 locations in H3PMo12O40 and at O1 location in (NH4)1H2PMo12O40;
charge-balancing cations (H+ and NH4

+) are highlighted using dashed circles.
H/OH* center; they remain similar as two charge-balancing
protons distant from the H/OH* center (at O1-location) in
H3PMo12O40 are replaced with NH4

+ (�53 and �52 kJ mol�1 for
the H/OH* centers at the same O1 location in H3PMo12O40 and
(NH4)2H1PMo12O40(b) clusters; Fig. 8).

The �OOH species formed, however, can interact with a large
vicinal charge-balancing cation, causing more negative Eint

0 values
for those formed at H/OH* centers vicinal to NH4

+ (at O1-location in
(NH4)1H2PMo12O40, (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) and (NH4)3PMo12O40

clusters; Fig. 8). The Eint
0 values become much more negative (from

�53 to �72 kJ mol�1) as the charge-balancing H+ vicinal to the
H/OH* center (at O1-location) in the H3PMo12O40 POM cluster is
replaced with NH4

+ (the (NH4)1H2PMo12O40 POM cluster; Fig. 8).
Distant charge-balancing cations again do not influence the
Eint

0 values, which remain similar upon replacement of the
remaining charge-balancing protons in (NH4)1H2PMo12O40 with
NH4

+ (�73 and �75 kJ mol�1 for H/OH* centers at the same O1

location in (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) and (NH4)3PMo12O40 clusters;
Fig. 8). The effects of charge-balancing cations on Eint

0 values
depend sensitively on the identity of the cations and on
their distances to the �OOH species formed; therefore, for the
accurate description of the outer sphere rates, Eint

0 must be explic-
itly calculated when these cations are present at vicinal
locations.

Fig. 7b shows the DEout;1
TS barriers for abstracting the first

H-atom from H/OH* by O2(g) as a function of (Eint
0-HAE2), the

descriptor that fully describes these barriers for all H/OH* loca-
tions, POM compositions, and charge-balancing cations. The
dashed curve represents the trend dictated by the functional form
of Eq. (13), which rigorously captures the lateness of TS out,1 as it
evolves with the changes in reaction energies.
first H-atom transfer step in the outer sphere routes (step 3; Scheme 1). The POM
ns involve H/OH* centers at O1 location (in Fig. 1), except for H3PMo12O40 (r) and
close to each data point. The numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3�nPMo12O40

tom are substituted with NH4
+ in the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40 clusters (denoted as n = 2(a)

nteracting �OOH species and the surface are shown in the right panels for the H/OH*
the O-O and O-H bond distances in each of the structures are in units of nm. The
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Thus far, the results and conclusions have addressed how
intrinsic oxide properties influence the formation energies of inner
and outer transition states (TSin and TSout,1) from their respective
surface precursors (* and H/OH*) and O2(g) (the reactant states of
steps 1 and 3; Scheme 1). These reactant states (* and H/OH*),
however, also differ in energy; such energy differences depend
on oxide properties and influence the relative coverages of * and
H/OH* and therefore the relative rates of inner and outer sphere
routes.
Scheme 4. A thermochemical cycle describing H2O dissociation energies to form
H/OH* on * (DEH2O; step 2; Scheme 1) aThis cycle includes (i) the dissociation of
H2O(g) into one O(g) and two H(g) (the negative value of H2O formation energy
from its atoms, �Ef); (ii) the addition of this O(g) on * to reform O* (the negative
value of O-atom removal energy from O* to form *, -ORE), (iii) the addition of the
first H(g) on an O* center that forms stronger O-H bond between the two O-atoms
in the O* pair (the first H-atom addition energy, HAE1); (iv) the addition of the
second H(g) on the remaining O-atom in the pair to form a OH pair (the second
H-atom addition energy, HAE2).
3.3. Interconversion of O-vacancies (*) and OH pairs (H/OH*) and the
thermodynamics of H2O dissociation on isolated O-vacancies

H2O dissociation on O-vacancies form vicinal OH pairs (H/OH*)
(step 2; Scheme 1), the reactants involved in outer sphere O2

activation routes (step 3; Scheme 1). These steps are typically in
quasi-equilibrium during catalytic oxidations and lead to lower
selectivity for inner sphere O2 activation routes at higher H2O
concentrations [4]. Such * and H/OH* interconversions involve
charge reorganization within the POM clusters upon the formation
of M-O and O-H bonds, but no electron transfer or changes in the
oxidation state of the metal centers in oxides. The O-vacancy loca-
tion and the POM composition influence H2O dissociation energies,
in a manner that we explore through the formalism of Born-Haber
thermochemical cycles. Here, we restrict our analysis to the effects
of oxide properties on H2O dissociation electronic energies (DEH2O),
but the relevant free energies (Eqs. (1) and (2)) are included in the
calculations of inner and outer sphere rate ratios presented later in
Section 3.4.

A thermochemical cycle that conveniently separates H2O disso-
ciation energies on O-vacancies (step 2 in Scheme 1; DEH2O) is
shown in Scheme 4; such a step adds two H-atoms at a specific
O* pair, which consists of an O-atom that is added on an O-
vacancy during H2O adsorption and the other that is vicinal to this
O-atom and presents the most stable energy upon H-atom addition
among six neighboring O-atoms. This cycle consists of: (i) the dis-
sociation of H2O(g) into one O(g) atom and two H(g) atoms (the
negative of the formation energy of gaseous water from its atoms,
-Ef), a property that cannot sense the binding properties of the
oxide surfaces; (ii) the addition of this O(g) to an O-vacancy (*)
formed at a given location and POM composition (in Fig. 1) to form
a bound lattice O-atom (O*) (the negative of the O-atom removal
energy from O* to form *, -ORE); (iii) the addition of a H(g) at an
O* center that forms the stronger O-H bond in the O* pair (more
negative H-atom addition energy) with an energy given the first
H-atom addition energy (HAE1); and (iv) the addition of a second
H(g) at the remaining O-atom in the pair to form vicinal hydroxyls
(H/OH*) with an energy given by the second H-atom addition
energy (HAE2). This H-atom added in step iv forms a weaker O-H
bond in the OH pair than the one added in step iii and thus is trans-
ferred first to a weakly-bound O2 in the outer sphere route (step i;
Scheme 3; Section 3.2).

The thermochemical cycle in Scheme 4 leads to H2O dissocia-
tion energies (DEH2O; step 2 in Scheme 1) given by the sum of those
for steps i-iv:

DEH2O ¼ HAE1 þ HAE2 � ORE� Ef ; ð14Þ

where the Ef term cannot sense the oxide properties and the other
terms connect DEH2O values to the properties of the oxide surface,
specifically the energy required to remove an O-atom (ORE) or
released upon the addition of H-atoms (HAE1 and HAE2). The mag-
nitude of these three energies (ORE, HAE1 and HAE2) may vary sim-
ilarly with changes in O-atom location and POM composition,
because each one involves the transfer of electrons into the LUMO
of the metal oxide. If these properties are indeed inter-related, the
magnitude of DEH2O would be accurately described by a single-
valued function of any one of these energies. These ORE, HAE1,
and HAE2 values are calculated for O-atoms at different locations
in compositionally-diverse POM clusters (O-atom locations and
POM compositional range depicted in Fig. 1) and are shown in Fig. 9.
3.3.1. Intrinsic relations between the oxygen removal (ORE) and the
two H-addition (HAE1 + HAE2) energies

ORE values scale linearly with the sum of the energies associ-
ated with the sequential addition of two H-atoms (HAE1 + HAE2),
one at the O-atom removed in determining ORE and the other at
the vicinal O-atom with the most negative HAE; the slope of this
linear relation is 1.22 ± 0.04 for the range of O-atom locations
and POM compositions described in Fig. 1, with ORE values that
become smaller as (HAE1 + HAE2) values become more negative
(Fig. 9a). This trend is expected between the two two-electron
reduction processes, one involving the removal of one O-atom
and the other the addition of two H-atoms, for which the energies
of the processes vary in concert with O-atom location and POM
composition. These two energies (ORE and HAE1 + HAE2) depend
on specific properties of the oxides that are examined next by dis-
secting the two processes into convenient constitutive steps using
Born-Haber thermochemical cycles (Schemes 5a and b).

ORE values equal the sum of energies for: (i) removing an O2–

anion from a neutral POM cluster to create an O-vacancy and a
POM cluster with a 2+ charge ((POM*)2+); (ii) removing two elec-
trons from the gaseous O2– anion to form O(g) and two electrons
(the negative of the sum of the first and second electron affinity



Fig. 9. (a) DFT-derived O-atom removal energies (ORE; step ii; Scheme 4) as a function of the two H-addition energies (HAE1 + HAE2; steps iii and iv; Scheme 4) and (b) the
second H-atom addition energies (HAE2; step iv; Scheme 4) as a function of the first H-atom addition energies (HAE1; step iii; Scheme 4). The POM compositions and the
corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. These values are calculated at O1 location (in Fig. 1), except for H3PW12O40 (j), H3PMo12O40 (r), and H5PV2Mo10O40 (▲)
clusters, for which O-atom locations are shown inside the parenthesis close to each data point. The numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3�nPMo12O40 clusters are shown
next to the corresponding data; two protons vicinal the O1-atom are substituted with NH4

+ in the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) cluster (denoted as n = 2(a) in the figure). Dashed lines
represent the best linear fits obtained via the least-squares method with the slopes shown in the figure; the errors reflect the standard error of the regression.

Scheme 5. A thermochemical cycle describing the energies associated with (a) the removal of an O-atom to form an O-vacancy (ORE; step ii; Scheme 4)a and (b) the addition
of two H-atoms on an O-atom pair to form a OH pair (HAE1 + HAE2; steps iii and iv; Scheme 4)b. aO-atom removal energies equal the sum of energies for (i) the removal of
O2�(g) from a neutral POM cluster to form an O-vacancy and a POM cluster with +2 charge ((POM*)2+); (ii) the removal of two electrons from O2–(g) to form an O(g) and two
electrons (-ENo), (iii) returning the first electron to the LUMO of the (POM*)2+ cluster (the electron affinity of (POM*)2+, EA); (iv) returning the second electron to the LUMO of
one-electron reduced (POM*)1+ (EA of (POM*)1+) to form a neutral POM cluster with an O-vacancy. bTwo H-atoms addition energies equal the sum of energies for (i) the
ionization of two H(g) into two H+(g) and two electrons (2Eion); (ii) the addition of two H+(g) on an O-atom pair to form a H/OH* center and a POM cluster with +2 charge
((POMH/OH*)2+) (the proton affinity of the O* pair; PA); (iii) returning the first electron to the LUMO of (POMH/OH*)2+ (EA of (POMH/OH*)2+); (iv) returning the second electron to
the LUMO of one-electron reduced (POMH/OH*)1+ cluster (EA of ((POMH/OH*)1+) to form a neutral POM cluster with a H/OH* center.
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of an O(g) atom, -ENO); (iii) returning the first electron to the low-
est unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the (POM*)2+ cluster
(the electron affinity of the (POM*)2+ cluster, EA); and (iv) returning
the second electron to the LUMO of one-electron reduced (POM*)1+

cluster (the electron affinity of the (POM*)1+ cluster) to form a neu-
tral POM cluster with an O-vacancy (Scheme 5a).

(HAE1 + HAE2) values, in contrast, equal the sum of energies for
(i) the ionization of two H(g) to form two H+ and two electrons in
the gas phase (2Eion); (ii) the addition of these two protons on the
designated O-atom pair to form a H/OH* center and a POM cluster
with a 2+ charge ((POMH/OH*)2+) (the proton affinity of the O-atom
pair, PA); (iii) placing the first electron at the LUMO of the
(POMH/OH*)2+ cluster (the electron affinity of the (POMH/OH*)2+

cluster, EA); and (iv) placing the second electron at the LUMO of
the one-electron reduced (POMH/OH*)1+ cluster (the electron
affinity of the (POMH/OH*)1+ cluster) to form a neutral POM cluster
with a H/OH* center (Scheme 5b).

For the range of O-atoms locations and POM compositions
depicted in Fig. 1, O2–-removal energies (step i; Scheme 5a) scale
linearly with two H+-addition energies (step ii in Scheme 5b) with
a slope of 1.13 ± 0.08 (Fig. S.7; SI); the O-atoms at oxide surfaces
with larger proton affinities (more negative two H+-addition
energies) require less energy to be removed as O2– (smaller
O2–-removal energies). The O-atoms in the POM clusters with
charge-balancing cations (NH4

+) are more basic than the H+-forms
because of the higher electron density within NH4

+-form of POM
clusters; the proton affinity of the O* pair at O1 location (step ii;
Scheme 5b) becomes more negative from �1430 to �1508, to
�1580, and to �1677 kJ mol�1 with increasing number of protons
(n = 1, 2, 3) in H3PMo12O40 replaced with NH4

+ (Fig. S7; SI). Accord-
ingly, the O2– removal energy (step i; Scheme 5a) decreases from
2352 to 2258, to 2186, and to 2086 kJ mol�1 (Fig. S7; SI) because
the electrostatic interaction energies between an O2– anion and
the +2 charged POM cluster with an O-vacancy are less negative
for the POM clusters with higher electron density. The addenda
atoms (Mo, Mo-V, W) and central atoms (Al3+, P5+) also influence
the proton affinities and O2– removal energies of the surface
O-atoms through the charge-distributions within POM clusters;
the O-atoms in Mo-based POM clusters are more basic and require
smaller energies to be removed as O2– than those with W-addenda
atoms, while those in the POM clusters with Al3+ central atom
are more basic and require smaller O2– removal energies than with
P5+ central atom (Fig. S.7; SI).

The ORE and (HAE1 + HAE2) values also depend on the first and
second electron affinities of the +2 charged clusters with an
O-vacancy or with two added protons, which are set by their LUMO
energies (steps iii and iv in Schemes 5a and b). The LUMO of these
POM clusters consist of d-orbitals at the addenda atoms, which are
empty in their highest oxidation states (e.g. Mo6+, W6+, V5+) [35].
Their energies thus depend on the identity and coordination of
addenda atoms and on the identity of charge-balancing cations,
all of which influence the POM electron density, but not on
whether the +2 charged POM clusters contain an O-vacancy or
two added protons. The LUMO energies of +2 charged POM clusters
with an O-vacancy ((POM*)2+; step iii in Scheme 5a) are nearly
identical to those with two added protons ((POMH/OH*)2+; step iii
in Scheme 5b) for each O-atom location in any given POM cluster
(Fig. S.8a; SI) (�7.8 vs. �7.9, �7.4 vs. �7.4, and �7.3 vs. 7.3 eV
for the +2 charged H3PMo12O40, H3PW12O40 and (NH4)1H2PMo12O40

clusters containing an O-vacancy or two protons at O1 location).
These two LUMO energies vary in concert with O-atom location
and POM composition with the slope of 0.97 ± 0.06 (Fig. S8a; SI)
for the range of locations and POM compositions depicted in
Fig. 1. The LUMO energies of one-electron reduced (POM*)1+ and
(POMH/OH*)1+ clusters (step iv in Schemes 5a and b) are also similar
for each O-atom and scale linearly (slope = 0.95 ± 0.05; Fig. S.8b;
SI). The LUMO energies of one electron-reduced POM clusters
((POM*)1+ and (POMH/OH*)1+) for a given location and POM
composition are, however, higher than those of the +2 charged
POM clusters ((POM*)2+ and (POMH/OH*)2+) because of the greater
electron-electron repulsion in the more reduced oxide clusters
(Fig. S.8a and S.8b; SI); the LUMO energy changes from �7.8 to
�6.8, �7.4 to �6.4, and �7.3 to 6.3 eV upon one-electron reduction
of the +2 charged H3PMo12O40, H3PW12O40 and (NH4)1H2PMo12O40

POM clusters with a H/OH* center at O1 location.
These analyses, in turn, show that the energies required for the

removal of one O-atom (ORE) and the addition of two H-atoms
(HAE1 + HAE2) are linearly related as a consequence of the relation-
ship between the O2–-removal and two H+-addition energies (step i
in Scheme 5a and step ii in Scheme 5b) and the first and second
electron affinity of the +2 charged POM cluster with an
O-vacancy and two protons (steps iii and iv in Scheme 5a and b).
If O-atom removal and two H-addition processes sense the rele-
vant LUMO energies to the same extent, ORE and (HAE1 + HAE2)
values would scale linearly with a slope of unity and H2O dissoci-
ation energies would be independent of any of these oxide proper-
ties (Eq. (14)). (HAE1 + HAE2) values, however, are less sensitive to
LUMO energies than ORE values, because the covalent nature of
O-H bonds in H/OH* leads to the placement of only a fraction of
the two electrons brought by two H-atoms into the LUMO. Such
covalency preserves a single-valued scaling between ORE and
(HAE1 + HAE2) but with a slope slightly larger than unity
(1.22 ± 0.04; Fig. 9a), leading to H2O dissociation energies that
depend on ORE and (HAE1 + HAE2) values (Eq. (14)). These two
properties, ORE and (HAE1 + HAE2), are intercorrelated and thus
can be used interchangeably as a complete descriptor of the oxide
properties that determine H2O dissociation energies and thus their
reactivity in inner and outer sphere O2 activation routes.

3.3.2. Intrinsic relations between first (HAE1) and second (HAE2)
H-addition energies of oxide surfaces

In this section, we examine whether similar scaling relations
would allow the interchangeable use of HAE2 and HAE1 as the
relevant oxide properties. For a given O-atom pair, consisting an
O-atom and the neighbor with the most favorable HAE, HAE1
corresponds to the addition of the first H-atom at the O-atom in
the pair with more negative HAE. HAE2 corresponds to the addition
of another H-atom at the remaining O-atom in the pair to form a
vicinal OH pair. Once again, HAE2 and HAE1 increase in parallel
(Fig. 9b) with a slope of 1.18 ± 0.09. Their linear scaling reflects
their similar dependences on the properties of each O-atom
location and POM composition, the nature of which is examined
here using the thermochemical cycles depicted in Scheme 6.

HAE1 reflects the energy change caused by the addition of a
H-atom at the O-atom (O*) that exhibits more negative HAE
between the two O-atoms in a pair. Scheme 6a shows a hypothet-
ical cycle that includes: (i) the ionization of a H(g) to form a H+ and
an electron in the gas phase (Eion); (ii) the addition of the proton at
the designated O-atom on the oxide surface to form a +1 charged
POM cluster with a OH* center ((POMOH*)+1; the proton affinity
of the stoichiometric clusters; PA); and (iii) the return of an elec-
tron at the LUMO of (POMOH*)+1 (the electron affinity of
(POMOH*)+1; EA) to form a neutral one-electron reduced POM clus-
ter with a OH* center.

HAE2 value reflects the energy change upon the addition of the
second H-atom at the remaining O-atom in the pair to form a
H/OH* center. HAE2 values can be described by a thermochemical
cycle (Scheme 6b), which includes: (i) Eion, (ii) the addition of
H+ at the O-atom vicinal to the OH* center (formed upon the first
H-addition) to form a one-electron reduced POM cluster with
two added protons ((POMH/OH*)+1; proton affinity; PA); and (iii)
the return of an electron to the LUMO of the one-electron reduced



Scheme 6. A thermochemical cycle describing the energies associated with (a) the first and (b) the second H-atom addition on an O-atom pair (HAE1 and HAE2; steps iii and
iv; Scheme 4)a,b. aHAE1 reflects combined energies for (i) the ionization of a H(g) into a H+(g) and an electron (Eion); (ii) the addition of a H+(g) on a designated O-atom in a O-
atom pair (the proton affinity; PA) to form a +1 charged POM cluster with a OH* center ((POMOH*)1+); (iii) returning an electron to the LUMO of (POMOH*)1+ (EA of (POMOH*)1+)
to form a neutral POM cluster with a OH* center. bHAE2 reflects combined energies for (i) Eion (ii) the addition of a H+(g) on the remaining O-atom in a pair (PA) to form an one-
electron reduced POM cluster with two added protons ((POMH/OH*)1+); (iii) returning an electron to the LUMO of (POMH/OH*)1+ (EA of (POMH/OH*)1+) to form a neutral POM
cluster with a H/OH* center.
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(POMH/OH*)+1 cluster (the electron affinity of the (POMH/OH*)+1

cluster; EA) to form a neutral two-electron reduced cluster with
a H/OH* center.

The proton affinity (PA) of the O-atom atwhich the first proton is
added (step ii; Scheme 6a) ranges between �963 to �807 kJ mol�1

(Fig. S9a; SI), depending on the O-atom location and the POM com-
position. The presence of charge-balancing cations breaks the sym-
metry within the POM cluster and causes a slight deviation in the
proton affinities of O-atoms in a given cluster, depending on their
locations; PA ranges between �860 and �841 kJ mol�1 for O1–O4

location in a H3PMo12O40 cluster. These deviations among O-atom
locations, however, are minor compared with the changes in PA
with varying POM composition. The proton affinity of the
O1-atom becomes increasingly more negative from �846 to �879,
to �917, and to �963 kJ mol�1 as one, two, and three H+ in
H3PMo12O40 are substituted with NH4

+ (Fig. S.9a; SI), because of
the increase in the electron density within the cluster upon such
replacements. Accordingly, the PA of the vicinal O-atoms at which
the second proton is added (with the first H-atom already added;
step ii; Scheme 6b) also becomes more negative (from �859 to
�895, to �923, and to �963 kJ mol�1 for (NH4)1H2PMo12O40,
(NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a), and (NH4)3PMo12O40 clusters; Fig. S.9a; SI).
The O-atoms in the POM clusters with W-addenda atoms are
slightly less basic than those with Mo-atoms, and similarly, the vic-
inal O-atoms (with the first H-atom already added) are also less
basic to a similar extent; the PA of O1-atom in H3PW12O40 is less
negative than that in H3PMo12O40 (�807 vs. 846 kJ mol�1;
Fig. S.9a; SI) and so does the vicinal O-atom at which the second
proton is added (with the first H-atom already added) (�831 vs.
�860 kJ mol�1; Fig. S.9a; SI). These trends show that the POM com-
position influences the basicity of the two O-atoms in the pair to the
similar extent and that the PA of the O-atom at which the first
proton is added (step ii; Scheme 6a) varies linearly with that of
the vicinal O-atom at which the second proton is added (with the
first H-atom already added; step ii; Scheme 6b); the slope of
this relationship is unity (1.0 ± 0.1; Fig. S9a; SI) for the range of
O-atoms and POM compositions examined.

HAE1 and HAE2 values also depend on the electron affinities of
(POMOH*)+1 and (POMH/OH*)+1 clusters (steps iii; Schemes 6a and b),
which are set by their LUMO energies. These two LUMO energies,
again, vary in parallel with O-atom locations and POM composi-
tions; the slope of this linear relationship is 1.08 ± 0.07 (Fig. S9b;
SI). The LUMO energies of the one-electron reduced (POMH/OH*)+1

clusters are, in fact, very similar to those of (POMOH*)+1 clusters
at each O-atom location and POM composition; the LUMO energies
of (POMOH*)+1 and one-electron reduced (POMH/OH*)+1 clusters are
�6.8 vs. �6.8, �6.4 vs. �6.4, and �6.4 vs. �6.3 eV for H3PMo12O40,
H3PW12O40 and (NH4)1H2PMo12O40 POM clusters, respectively,
with one or two protons added at a given O1 location. Such trends
are consistent with the covalent nature of the O-H bonds that are
formed upon the first H-atom addition, because otherwise the
LUMO energies of the one-electron reduced (POMH/OH*)+1 clusters
would be much less negative than those of (POMOH*)+1 clusters
due to the greater electron-electron repulsions.

These analyses show that HAE2 values scale linearly with HAE1
(the slope = 1.18 ± 0.09; Fig. 9b) because of the proton affinities of
the two O-atoms in the pair (step ii in Schemes 6a and b) and the
electron affinities of (POMOH*)+1 and (POMH/OH*)+1 clusters (step iii
in Schemes 6a and b) that vary in parallel with O-atom locations
and POM compositions. Such a linear correlation, in turn, allows
the interchangeable use of these oxide properties (HAE1, HAE2) in
describing the H2O dissociation energies on O-vacancies (DEH2O;
Eq. (14)).

3.3.3. Intrinsic relations between H2O dissociation energy on
O-vacancies (DEH2O) and the second H-addition energies (HAE2)

The intrinsic relations between ORE and (HAE1 + HAE2) values
(Fig. 9a) and between HAE1 and HAE2 values (Fig. 9b) indicate that
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any effects of these oxide properties on H2O dissociation energies
(DEH2O; Eq. (14)) can be fully described by any one of these ener-
gies. The description of the barriers of the outer sphere O2 activa-
tion routes (DEout;1

TS; step 3 in Scheme 1) in terms of (Eint
0-HAE2)

descriptor (Eq. (13); Section 3.2) makes it convenient to examine
HAE2 as the complete oxide descriptor of H2O dissociation energies
on O-vacancies.

Fig. 10 shows the linear trend between H2O dissociation ener-
gies (DEH2O) and HAE2 (slope = �0.38 ± 0.09) for all O-atom loca-
tions and POM compositions examined. This trend is consistent
with the form of Eq. (14), derived from the thermochemical cycle
in Scheme 4, and with the interrelated character of HAE1, HAE2,
and ORE (Fig. 9). These results, in turn, show that HAE2 indeed
serves as a complete descriptor of the thermodynamics of H2O dis-
sociation on O-vacancies to form H/OH* species.
3.4. Oxide properties that account for the relative rates of inner and
outer sphere O2 activation routes

The relative contributions of inner and outer sphere O2 activa-
tion routes (rin/rout; v; Eq. (7)) depend sensitively on the prevalent
concentration of H2O formed during oxidation catalysis because
the reactant states of these two O2 activation pathways,
O-vacancies (*) and vicinal OH pairs (H/OH*), are typically in
quasi-equilibrium via H2O dissociation (step 2; Scheme 1). Higher
H2O contents favor outer sphere routes by capping O-vacancies to
form H/OH* centers, the reactant state of the outer sphere routes
[4]. Inner sphere routes, in contrast, become prevalent at higher
temperatures because the very negative H2O dissociation enthal-
Fig. 10. DFT-derived H2O dissociation energy on O-vacancies to form OH pairs
ðDEH2O; step 2; Scheme 1) as a function of the second H-atom addition energies
(HAE2; step iv; Scheme 4). The POM compositions and the corresponding symbols
are shown in the legend. These values are calculated at O-vacancies formed at O1

location (in Fig. 1), except for H3PW12O40 (j), H3PMo12O40 (r), and H5PV2Mo10O40

(▲) clusters, for which O-vacancy locations are shown inside the parenthesis close
to each data point. The numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3�nPMo12O40 clusters
are shown next to the corresponding data; two protons vicinal to the O1-atom are
substituted with NH4

+ in the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) cluster (denoted as n = 2(a) in the
figure). The dashed line represents the best linear fit via the least-squares method
with the slope shown in the figure; the error reflects the standard error of the
regression.
pies render outer sphere routes to be enthalpically more favorable
than inner sphere routes [4]. Specific oxide properties also influ-
ence the inner and outer sphere selectivities (v; Eq. (7)) in a man-
ner that we explore here by combining the catalytic descriptors for
each elementary step (Scheme 1) derived in Sections 3.1–3.3.

The descriptions of inner and outer sphere activation barriers
(DEin

TS and DEout;1
TS) and H2O dissociation energies (DEH2O) in terms

of HAE2 (and Eint
0 for outer sphere routes) show that these oxide

properties determine the relative rates of inner and outer sphere
pathways (v) via Eq. (7). Inner sphere routes (step 1; Scheme 1)
are mediated by very early transition states (TSin) on redox-
active oxides; consequently, the formation energy of this TSin from
an O-vacancy and an O2(g) molecule (DEin

TS) is insensitive to the
identity or properties of the O-atom that is removed to form the
vacancy (Section 3.1). Outer sphere O2 activation rates (step 3;
Scheme 1) depend on the stability of TSout,1 that mediates the
transfer of one of the H-atoms from H/OH* to O2 to form the �OOH
intermediate. The energy of formation of this TSout,1 from H/OH*
and O2(g) precursors (DEout;1

TSÞ scales with the value of

(Eint
0-HAE2) (Eq. (13); Section 3.2). Eint

0 values, which reflect the
�OOH-surface interaction energies at the product state of the first
H-atom transfer, are similar for all H/OH* centers at different loca-
tions in compositionally-diverse POM clusters, except for those
near large interacting cations (Fig. 8; Section 3.2.2). Consequently,
HAE2, which reflects the energy required to cleave the weaker O-H
bond in H/OH*, acts as a single and complete descriptor of the
outer sphere O2 activation rates (Fig. 7a) for all H/OH* centers that
are non-vicinal to large-charge balancing cations. In the latter case,
the interactions between the �OOH intermediate and the large vic-
inal cation become specific to their distances and to the chemical
identity and size of the cations and thus requires explicit DFT-
derived value of Eint

0 for the accurate description of outer sphere
routes (Fig. 7b), because such interactions stabilize �OOH species
and lead to more negative Eint

0 (Fig. 8) and to lower DEout;1
TS values.

The equilibrium between * and H/OH*, the reactants along with
O2(g) in inner and outer sphere routes, depends on the H2O disso-
ciation energy on * (DEH2O), which can also be described by HAE2
(Fig. 10). As a result, HAE2 is sufficient to describe the values of v
(Eq. (7)) for each location and POM composition, as long as large
interacting cations are not present at vicinal locations.

Inner and outer sphere rate ratios (rin/rout; v; Eq. (7)) calculated
at each location in diverse POM clusters are shown in Fig. 11 as a
function of HAE2; these v values are calculated at 0.01 bar H2O,
the atypical H2O pressure during oxidation catalysis. Free energies
of inner and outer sphere transition states (Gin

TS and Gout
TS), which

determine the rate ratios (v) via Eq. (7), include different enthalpic
and entropic components and thus must be rigorously assessed in
order to accurately estimate the O2 activation selectivities. These
Gin

TSand Gout
TS values and the free energy of H2O molecules (GH2O)

are estimated at 453 K and standard O2 and H2O pressures
(1 bar) using Eqs. (1) and (2) and DFT-derived electronic energies
(Ein

TS and Eout;1
TSin Figs. 3 and 7) and zero-point vibrational energies

and thermal contributions of enthalpies and entropies calculated
via the statistical mechanical formalism (details in Section 2).

The trends in Fig. 11 show that HAE2 indeed functions as a com-
plete descriptor of the rate ratios (rin/rout; v). The O-atoms at oxide
surfaces with less negative HAE2 favor outer sphere routes over
inner sphere pathways, as shown by the (rin/rout) rate ratio esti-
mated at O1-location in the H3PW12O40 POM cluster that is much
less then unity (6 � 10�10 at 453 K; 0.01 bar H2O; Fig. 11). This pre-
diction is in line with the lack of incorporation of 17O-atoms into
W-O-W bonds during exposure of aqueous [PW12O40]3� anions
reduced electrochemically to 17O2 molecules and with the exclu-
sive presence of 17O-atoms in H2O2 and H2O [8]. The O-atoms at



Fig. 11. DFT-derived inner and outer sphere rate ratios (v; 453 K; 0.01 bar H2O; Eq.
(7)) as a function of second H-atom addition energies (HAE2). The POM composi-
tions and the corresponding symbols are shown in the legend. These calculations
involve O1-atoms (in Fig. 1), except for the H3PMo12O40 cluster (r), for which O-
atom locations are shown inside the parenthesis close to each data point. The
numbers of NH4

+ (n = 1,2,3) in (NH4)nH3�nPMo12O40 clusters are shown next to the
corresponding data. Two protons vicinal the O1 location are substituted with NH4

+ in
the (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a) cluster (denoted as n = 2(a); Fig. 1). The shaded region
reflects the v values less than unity, preferring the outer sphere routes. Dashed lines
represent the best fits to the exponential function.
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O1-location in H4PV1Mo11O40 and H5PV2Mo10O40 clusters, in
contrast, exhibit much more negative HAE2 values (�316
and �307 kJ mol�1, respectively) than that in H3PW12O40

(�242 kJ mol�1) and thus would prefer inner sphere routes
(v = 4.5 � 103 and 4.2 � 103; Fig. 11; 453 K; 0.01 bar H2O). Such
predictions are consistent with the incorporation of 17O-atoms into
the framework of [PV2Mo10O40]5� anions upon reactions of 17O2(g)
with O-vacancies formed in such anions via electrochemical meth-
ods [8].

Large charge-balancing cations (e.g., NH4
+) interact with �OOH

intermediate that are involved in the first H-atom transfer step in
the outer sphere routes (step 3; Scheme 1). Such additional stabiliza-
tion by large vicinal cations leads to much negative Eint

0 (Fig. 8) for
�OOH species formed at H/OH* centers located near such cations
and to lower DEout;1

TS values. Consequently, O-atoms near NH4
+

(at O1-location in (NH4)1H2PMo12O40, (NH4)2H1PMo12O40(a), and
(NH4)3PMo12O40 clusters; denoted as n = 1, 2a, 3 in Fig. 11) show a
stronger preference for the outer sphere routes than expectations
from their HAE2 values and the trend observed on other
O-atoms and POM compositions. Such effects of charge-balancing
cations, in fact, allow flexibility of modifying oxide surfaces to favor
the outer sphere O2 activation routes and to circumvent the involve-
ments of the electrophilic bound OO* species during re-oxidation
events. These cation effects depend on their size, charge, and
distance from �OOH intermediates; detailed assessments on the
effects of cation identities on the O2 activation rates and selectivities
are beyond the scope of the present study, but may be useful to find
optimal cations to achieve desired selectivities.

The analyses presented here have used POM clusters as illustra-
tive oxides because of their advantages in performing systematic
computational assessments, but the conclusions derived are appli-
cable to other practical oxides with octahedral coordination. The
O-atoms at oxide surfaces with more negative HAE2 values exhibit
a greater preference for the inner sphere routes (Fig. 11). HAE2
scales linearly with HAE1 (Fig. 9b), the oxide property that was pre-
viously identified as an accurate descriptor for H-abstraction abil-
ities of nucleophilic O-atoms at oxide surfaces and thus for their
reactivities in ODH reactions [21,26]. These results, in turn, predict
that at a given condition (e.g., temperature and H2O contents),
O-atoms that are more reactive in ODH reactions (more negative
HAE1 and HAE2) are more likely to form bound OO* intermediates
via inner sphere routes during the re-oxidation steps. The charge-
balancing cations can be selected to alter their propensity to either
inner or outer sphere routes by modifying the �OOH-surface inter-
action energies (Eint

0) that influence outer sphere rates. These pre-
dictions of O2 activation selectivities provide the design strategies
for oxide systems that are selective for inner or outer sphere routes
with their significant consequences for reactivity and selectivity of
O2-derived species in oxidation catalysis.
4. Conclusions

The dynamics and thermodynamics of inner and outer sphere
O2 activation routes are theoretically assessed at different O-
atoms in POM clusters with a wide range of chemical composi-
tions. Inner sphere routes form bound peroxo (OO*) species by
activating O2(g) on O-vacancies (*) (step 1; Scheme 1). The transi-
tion states (TSin) that mediate these routes occur very early along
the O2 activation reaction coordinate, and thus, their formation
energies from * and O2(g) precursors (DEin

TS) are insensitive to
the oxide compositions and to the locations of O-atoms that are
removed to form O-vacancies.

Outer sphere routes form H2O2(g) through an activation of O2(g)
on H/OH* centers (step 3; Scheme 1) that are formed via H2O dis-
sociation on O-vacancies (step 2; Scheme 1). The transition states
(TSout,1) that mediate the first H-atom transfer from H/OH* to
O2(g) determine the outer sphere O2 activation rates. The forma-
tion energy of this TSout,1 from H/OH* and O2(g) precursors (and
thus DEout;1

TS barrier) is a single-valued function of (Eint
0-HAE2).

The Eint
0 values reflect the �OOH-surface interaction energies at

the product state of the first H-atom transfer step and are similar
for all H/OH* centers at different O-atom locations in POM clusters,
as long as they do not involve large interacting cations. Conse-
quently, HAE2, which reflects the energy required to cleave the
weaker O-H bond of the H/OH* center, acts as a complete descrip-
tor for DEout;1

TS for all H/OH* centers that are non-vicinal to large
charge-balancing cations. In the latter case, the interactions
between the �OOH intermediate and the large vicinal cation depend
on their distance and the chemical identity and size of the cations
and must be explicitly calculated, because such interactions lead to
more negative Eint

0 and to lower DEout;1
TS values. H2O dissociation

energies on O-vacancies (DEH2O; step 3; Scheme 1), which deter-
mine the equilibrium between the two types of two-electron
reduced centers (* and H/OH*), also behave as a single-valued func-
tion of HAE2.

These trends, in turn, give HAE2 as a complete catalytic descrip-
tor of the O2 activation selectivity (rin/rout; v) for all H/OH* centers
non-vicinal to large charge-balancing cations. The O-atoms at
oxide surfaces with more negative HAE2 values favor inner sphere
routes over outer sphere pathways. HAE2 scales linearly with HAE1,
the oxide property that reflects H-abstraction abilities of nucle-
ophilic O-atoms. These results predict that more reactive
O-atoms in ODH reactions (more negative HAE1 and HAE2) are
more likely to form bound OO* species during the re-oxidation
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steps. Large charge-balancing cations locally modify �OOH-surface
interaction energies (Eint

0) that determine outer sphere rates,
thereby altering the propensity of O-atoms to inner or outer sphere
routes.

The surface-bound OO* intermediates involved in inner sphere
routes are electrophilic in nature; their formation in the
re-oxidation steps, thus, significantly impacts the reactivity and
selectivity of oxides in oxidation catalysis. Through detailed assess-
ments of the oxide properties that influence the O2 activation rates
and selectivities, this work provides the design strategies for the
oxide systems that are selective towards either inner or outer
sphere routes during Mars-van Krevelen redox cycles. More
importantly, the analytic framework demonstrated in this work
provides a general formalism that can be used to identify more
accurate catalytic descriptors for rates and selectivities of many
other reactions.
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